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Minister Mukherjee, Governor Subbarao,  Deputy Governor Chakrabarty, distinguished guests 

from India, from Asia, from Brazil, from Africa and around the world, ladies and gentlemen, it is an 

honor for me to join with the Reserve Bank of India to welcome you to this important workshop.   The 

Reserve Bank deserves special appreciation for its efficient organization of this event.  We also want to 

thank the Japanese government for its much-appreciated support. 

Let me also congratulate the Reserve Bank on its 75
th

 anniversary, its Platinum Jubilee.   For 

many years the bank has been a solid foundation of the Indian Economy, and an innovator and leader in 

new areas:  including the one we’re going to discuss today. 

Let me make a few introductory remarks and then leave it to others more knowledgeable than me 

to explain the topic in more detail.  

Financial literacy lies at the heart of our economies and societies.  Whether it’s the dispossessed 

or the emerging middle classes in growing economies like India, those sidelined in America or Europe, 

or those right at the heart of any active market economy, the ability to get, keep and use your own 

money enables all other economic activity.   Indeed, giving people the knowledge and ability to use 

their money for their families empowers the poorest farmers, the smallest business people, or workers 

looking for a chance to go on their own.   Financial inclusion and financial literacy give them more 

power and give them more choices as individuals. 

It can also form the core of economic growth and development.  Experience and examples around 

the world, including India in recent years, shows that mobilizing domestic capital can propel an 

economy into sustained and inclusive growth.  When individuals start businesses, use their capital, 

invest their savings --however small-- and provide for their futures, the economy as a whole takes off.    

For people to mobilize their own money, several conditions need to apply.   

 They need access to suitable financial services;   

 Information and advice have to be clear, simple and comparable; and,   

 People need the knowledge and skills to make their own choices.    

These requirements apply to the most sophisticated of financial decisions as well as to the simplest 

ones.  So we can all learn from each other. 



In many economies, people now save for their own retirements, gather capital to start their own 

businesses or look to their own resources to provide for their family’s long term needs.  In these cases, a 

variety of financial risks have shifted to individuals away from corporations, governments and broader 

stuctures.  Shifting these risks can promote economic activity and build financial stability and 

innovation, if at the same time people are empowered to make careful decisions about their money.   

At the same time, financial education doesn’t act on its own.   Financial literacy is a complement 

to adequate financial regulation, especially consumer protection.  It’s also a path  to improving access to 

basic financial services.   We particularly welcome the multi-targeted strategy of our hosts, the Reserve 

Bank of India, which takes into account individual needs to devise financial literacy programs.   There 

are also diverse and creative programs in Indonesia, Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Philippines, Thailand, 

Singapore, Hong Kong and other Asia countries.    We’ll hear about some of these strategies at this 

conference, along with the work being done in South Africa and Brazil.  

The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development has been working on financial 

literacy since 2003 with partners like you from around the world.   Indeed, our first international 

conference on the topic was held in India in 2006.    Our wide-ranging analytical work has benefitted 

since 2008 from the experience and knowhow of the International Network on Financial Education 

which unites experts from 60 governments.   With a view to disseminating experience more broadly, 

we’ve also established an International Gateway for financial education, a clearinghouse and platform 

in which many of you participate.  Over time, these efforts have generated four sets of principles and 

good practices on financial education and awareness that policy makers and experts like you use to 

design programs about financial products generally and also more specifically about credit, pensions 

and insurance.    The next meeting of the OECD Committee on Financial Markets, in Paris in mid-

April, will hear a presentation Dr. Charkrabarty about India’s work.   And, thank you sir for your 

contribution.  A little farther out, our next Program for International Student Assessment –the PISA 

study—will begin to test whether 15-year old students have learned basic financial knowledge. 

In these programs and in all our work, the OECD brings together policy makers from around the 

world, from market economies at different levels of development, to compare what works for them and 

learn what works for others.   This is particularly the case for financial literacy issues which we pursue 

with you in a world wide network centered on the OECD.    

When the experts make policy based on what really works,  the result must be that people are 

empowered to propel their own personal futures and their national economies forward.   We’re happy to 

be with you today to support your work.  I wish you a very successful two days.  


